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CITIZENSHIP
1e  Learn about the range of jobs carried out by people they 

know, and to understand how they can develop skills to make 
their own contribution in the future.

1f  Learn to look after their money and realise that future wants 
and needs may be met through saving.

3a  What makes a healthy lifestyle, including what affects mental 
health, and how to make informed choices. 

COMPUTING
C  Use technology safely, respectfully and responsibly; recognise 

acceptable/unacceptable behaviour; identify a range of ways 
to report concerns about content and contact.

MATHS
M  Y4N: Number Solve simple measure and money problems 

involving fractions and decimals to two decimal places.

  Y4M: Measurement Estimate, compare and calculate 
different measures, including money in pounds and pence.

  Y5M: Measurement Use all four operations to solve problems 
involving measure (for example, length, mass, volume, money) 
using decimal notation, including scaling.

  Y6M: Measurement Solve problems involving the calculation 
and conversion of units of measure, using decimal notation up 
to three decimal places where appropriate.

ENGLISH
SL  Spoken Language (SL)

  Articulate and justify answers, arguments and opinions.

  Give well-structured descriptions, explanations and narratives 
for different purposes, including for expressing feelings.

  Maintain attention and participate actively in collaborative 
conversations, staying on topic and initiating and responding 
to comments.

  SL4: Participate in discussions, presentations, performances, 
role play/improvisations and debates.

PSHE
L1  To research, discuss and debate topical issues, problems  

and events that are of concern to them and offer their 
recommendations to appropriate people.

L13  Learn about the role money plays in their own and others’ 
lives, including how to manage their money and about being  
a critical consumer.

L14  Develop an initial understanding of the concepts of ‘interest’, 
‘loan’, ‘debt’, and ‘tax’ (e.g. their contribution to society 
through the payment of VAT).

L15  Learn that resources can be allocated in different ways and 
that these economic choices affect individuals, communities 
and the sustainability of the environment across the world.

L16 Learn what is meant by enterprise and begin to develop 
enterprise skills.

H1  What positively and negatively affects their physical,  
mental and emotional health. 

H2  How to make informed choices (including recognising 
that choices can have positive, neutral and negative 
consequences) and to begin to understand the concept  
of a ‘balanced lifestyle’. 

H6  To deepen their understanding of good and not so good 
feelings, to extend their vocabulary to enable them to explain 
both the range and intensity of their feelings to others. 

H7  To recognise that they may experience conflicting emotions 
and when they might need to listen to, or overcome these. 

H14  To recognise when they need help and to develop the skills  
to ask for help. 

H22  Learn strategies for keeping safe online; the importance  
of protecting personal information, including passwords, 
addresses and the distribution of images of themselves  
and others.

H23  About people who are responsible for helping them stay 
healthy and safe; how they can help these people to keep 
them healthy and safe. 

R1  To recognise and respond appropriately to a wider range  
of feelings in others. 

How can I pay for things? 

Pupils explore cash, cheques, bank 
cards, online payments and the best 
way to pay in different situations.
Curriculum links: L13 L14 M

Resources:   
•  Interactive activity  

(with quizzes)  
•  Lesson plans
•  Presentation  

(PowerPoint)  
• Activity sheets 
• Video   
• Infographic

How do I plan  
a simple budget?

Pupils explore how to create a budget 
and how key financial documents  
can be used to monitor expenses  
and income.
Curriculum links: 

L13 L14 M 1e

Resources:
• Video (with quizzes)   
• Interactive activity 
•  Lesson plan
• Presentation (PowerPoint)   
• Activity sheet

What affects my  
choices about money? 

Pupils explore different influences on 
people when making decisions about 
how to spend and save money and the 
impact these influences might have.
Curriculum links: 

L13 L15 M 1f  

Resources:   
• Lesson plan   
• Presentation (PowerPoint)   
• Activity sheet

How can I use  
a bank account?

Pupils are introduced to the main 
services and types of accounts  
offered by banks, and banking 
charges are explained.
Curriculum links: L13 L14 1f

Resources:
• Interactive activity (with quizzes)   
• Lesson plans 
• Presentation (PowerPoint)  
• Activity sheet  
• Video   
• Infographics

How can I keep  
my money safe? 

Pupils look at ways to keep money 
safe, the risks associated with 
spending online, and identifying  
the consequences of scams.
Curriculum links: H22 C 1f

Resources:
• Video (with quizzes)  
• Interactive activity  
• Lesson plan   
• Presentation (PowerPoint)   
• Activity sheets 
• Fact sheet

How does money  
affect my feelings?

Pupils explore how our financial 
circumstances can affect our 
emotional wellbeing, and are 
introduced to the concept of debt,  
and its potential impact.
Curriculum links: H1  H2  H6  

H7  H14  H23  R1  L1  L13  L14  
L15  SL  1f  3a

Resources:
• Interactive activity
• Lesson plan
• Presentation (PowerPoint)
• Activity sheet

Raising money for charity  

Pupils are introduced to fundraising 
events for charity and how to plan and 
set up an event, including budgeting.
Curriculum links: L13 L15 M

Resources:
• Interactive activities (with quizzes)  
• Lesson plans  
• Presentation (PowerPoint)
• Activity sheet 
• Video  

What are the links  
between jobs and money

Pupils explore the ways in which jobs 
and money are connected, and how 
choices affect future goals.
Curriculum links: L13 1e

Resources:   
• Video   
• Interactive activity   
• Lesson plans   
•  Presentations  

(PowerPoint)  
• Activity sheets

How do I understand  
information about money  
from around the world? 

Pupils explore different foreign 
currencies and perform basic 
calculations of exchange rates.
Curriculum links: M

Resources:   
• Interactive activity  
• Lesson plan  
• Presentation (PowerPoint)   
• Activity sheet


